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These are just basic chords with I accompany to song, you can also play it and 
sing, it sounds correct. You may also improvise using scales since you know 
chords. Hope you enjoy it as I do.

[Intro]
A# - Fm - 3x

[Verse]
A#
It s like I m falling out of bed
       Fm                    A#
From a long and vivid dream
                                Fm                   A#
The sweetest flowered fruits are hanging from a tree
                         Fm                    A#
Falling of a giant bird that s been carrying me
                                        Fm
It s like I m falling out of bed from a long and vivid dream
       A#          Ab       Eb
Just exactly as I remember
      A#
Every word
      Ab     Eb
Every gesture
        A#          Ab    Eb     A#
I ve my heart in my mouth
--

[Chorus]
It s like I m falling out of bed
       Fm                   A#
From a long and vivid dream
                            Fm                        A#
Finally I m free of all the weight I ve been carrying

Fm - A#

[Verse]
--                     Ab    Eb
As that woman blows my cover
       A#
In the eye
       Ab       Eb



Of the beholder
      A#              Ab    Eb   A#
I m a fish now out of water
--                      Fm                      A#
Falling of a giant bird that s been carrying me

Fm
--     A#
I fell open
       Ab    Eb
I laid under
       A#
At the tip out
                   Ab      Eb
That was just your number
                A#
I wanna slip it over
             Ab     Eb    A#
And get back under
--
And if you think this is over then
       Ab Eb   A#
You re wrong
--
And if you think this is over then
       Ab Eb   A#
You re wrong

(wake me up and wake me up)

[Chorus]
--
It s like I m falling out of bed
       Ab                Eb   A#
From a long and vivid dream
                            Ab                    Eb   A#  Fm
Finally I m free of all the weight I ve been carrying

      A#           Fm  A#
When at last you give in
                      Fm  A#
When at last you give in

 A#                     Fm
(wake me up and wake me up)

And so on till end.
It s much easier to play when you stick capo at 1, so that

A# becomes A
Ab becomes G
Eb becomes D
Fm becomes Em


